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EPC’s, Service Providers and Owner Operators are increasingly taking advantage of additional 
benefits that can be achieved with 3D laser scan data outside of retrofit projects. The advantages 
this data provides to Owner/Operators for downstream work processes adds to the value proposition 
of 3D laser scan data.

Firstly, the 3D Laser scan data can be edited so that it is in-keeping with the new as-built site. 
This up-to-date accurate as-built information forms an integral part of an Owner/Operators asset 
management strategy.

Secondly, an LFM Server hosting service provides a secure ultra-high performance facility where 
EPC’S, Service providers or Owner / Operators can host a wealth of 3D laser scan data relating to 
an asset. Access can be granted to this invaluable data via LFM NetView. 

Great care has been taken to choose the optimum 
technology to host the data as it is not uncommon for 
an LFM Server database to contain more than 2000 
high resolution scans, representing over 100 billion 
points.  The hosting service is particularly appealing to 
Owner/Operators since for an initial set up cost and a 
low quarterly fee, they will receive an unlimited number 
of free LFM NetView software seats.

With LFM NetView remote access does not compromise what can be achieved with 3D laser scan 
data. It provides more functionality than simple web-enabled viewing packages, for example live 
project reviews can be conducted via a Master-Slave mode. An extensive range of measurements 
and annotations are also possible. 

LFM NetView always connects back to the master 
LFM Server data set. The LFM NetView approach 
ensures that the original data set is protected. It also 
ensures that resolution is maintained. Alternative 
Internet based products involve the transfer of 
heavy laser data, inevitably necessitating a loss 
of resolution. Security and data integrity are also 
maintained, communications are digitally signed, 
password protected and data encrypted. 

A comprehensive range of pricing options are 
available. Please contact us with your requirements.
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EPC’S, Service providers 
and Owner / Operators can 
host a wealth of 3D laser 
scan data relating to an 
asset.

Owner / Operators 
can access over 2000 
high resolution scans, 
representing over 100 
billion points remotely and 
securely via LFM NetView 
for an initial set-up cost 
and a low quarterly fee.


